Anti-Agnew evidence set...

Instead of eliminating greek houses, the University undertakes a summer-long project to renovate the small housing units.

Weather

Partly cloudy and warm throughout tomorrow with a chance of afternoon thunderstorms. A 30 percent chance of showers. High 90s and lows in the low 70s. All 30 units have air conditioning.

Remodeling project nears completion; greek houses get improved looks

Work is nearing completion on a $9.9 million remodeling project. Campus greek houses will be much more livable with recent improvements including new bathrooms, new heating and cooling systems, and better surroundings.

He's here

Meet Zazker, Crazy Alvy, B.D. and Mike Dobbins, your 1973 campus comic strip characters. A feature of the everyday comic strips and gives yourselves in some of his characters. A feature of the Universal Press Syndicate, "He's here" will be seen in the Daily News, see page 10 and meet the gang.
that the money contributed will go where it is most needed.

Many of you will not complete your education. In turn, co-op members also can buy books for less. We urge everyone to take advantage of the co-op, whether you are familiar with or haven't taken advantage of its services.

We refer to your display of August 28 and our readers. . . . The Senator had to move out as the Senate was in the prostrate group, he hurried to the floor and had suggested that a little racial

...THE EIGHTH HOUR GRIND...

... The Falcon Plaza Mall has opened and is to serious credentials for failure to uphold a true community tradition. Among East Anglian merchants, merchandise not only at high prices but also at prices that are competitive to the volume of the community. Bodily health is as important in our community as is encouragement in our region. And that means giving up the tapes. He made no big thing of it. He is used to doing little acts of service and mercy on his lawn and beer, and not looking for political credit.

A HEW study. "Work in America." The HEW study stresses the need of treasuries and shrunken imaginations.

Standing accused, too. is the U.S. Treasury. The HEW study recognizes his right to quit at the election; the HEW study recognizes his right to quit at the election; and eradicate such corruption in any large or principled sense. He would speak out las Agnew did)—on the release the tapes as he asked Nixon to do, not for the tapes as he asked Nixon to do, not for the tapes, but for the sake of the tapes.

For some time reason, it is a prerequisite to the community standards, let us begin to think about the co-op, cooperatives, and evaluate the most modern.

In the eight hour grind

...talcorn plaza sign draws response

...from our readers...

...let's hear from you

... THE BG NEWS...
Academic goals suggested

Moore, Rothe view University

The University is in an enviable position as it faces a crucial event, strong admissions and capacity enrollment increases. This program was presented by University President Holle M. Moore Jr. and the faculty members and staff members attended.

However, a serious warning was given. Moore said there were some disquieting signs for higher education, including moves toward more government involvement in universities. The faculty members must be prepared to deal with these changes.

INADEQUATE PLANNING

As students became increasingly aware of their goals, they began to question their responsibilities in the academic setting. As the number of students increased, the faculty began to feel the pressure to provide quality education.

IMPEACHMENT

A major decision was taken by the faculty in the form of an impeachment vote. This decision was made to remove the President of the University who was found to be inadequate in his duties.

The faculty members were divided on this decision, with some feeling that it was necessary to maintain the integrity of the University, while others believed that it was a step too far.

In the end, the faculty members voted to impeach the President, setting a precedent for future challenges in the University.

Power curb suggested

GRANVILLE, Ohio (AP) — The power of the presidency has become "insipid," according to Stephen A. Wakefield, issued his warning in a society's goals for the next decade, he said. The faculty must be aware of the need to set the academic standards high and maintain a high standard of excellence.

The faculty members were happy to outline goals for the next 10 years, but they also warned of the need for more effective planning and development. They emphasized the importance of the school's goals for the next decade, and they suggested that the University consider arranging mental lines rather than using traditional departmental organization. The approach has the advantage of bringing together people from different backgrounds to develop new programs, he said.

Dr. Moore said he was surprised by the faculty's suggestions. He agreed that the University must focus on the development of new programs and outlined goals for the next 10 years.
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Hunt suggests betrayal theory

WASHINGTON (AP) - Convicted conspirator E. Howard Hunt told the Senate Watergate committee a quickly-quoted theory of betrayal by a double agent and then threw out broad hints yesterday of CIA domestic activity as required by law.

The committee, in its second day of public testimony from Hunt following a seven-week recess, did not immedi-
ately pursue the veiled CIA or political-operation references.

Sen. Howard B. Baker Jr. (R-Tenn.), after reciting assistance Hunt had received from the CIA, asked whether he cooperated with Watergate investi-
gations, presented his double agent theory, and then immediately turned over the session to the senator's fellow White House consultant, said Hunt's answers had stirred out of domestic activity as required by law.

"No, I CAN'T," said Hunt, "nor can I ever say the CIA has interfered out of domestic activities."

When Baker asked for elaboration, Hunt said he was asked to submit his answers on national security aspects of Baker's inquiry.

The senator withdrew his question and asked whether Hunt had ever said the CIA had stayed out of domestic activities.

Hunt, a longtime CIA operative and recruited by James W. McCord Jr. to enter the Watergate office building the night of the break-in, and said Baldwin should have reacted faster.

Baker wouldn't discard totally the double agent theory, saying, "I suspect we may hear more about that as time goes on."

Baldwin never has been charged in the case and appeared as a prosecution witness at the January 1973 Watergate case the Democratic party head-

The betrayer, he said, most likely Baldwin was a part and other operations in which I was involved and COB*
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Edward J.Turney (K-Fla)
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But we are going to try

"I always wanted a house like this," said Gonzalez. I worked as a dishwasher when I first came to this country and my family and friends helped me raise the money for the house."

"I have to pay the Roses

A progressist store

"I was a policeman police

retired. Carlos Gonzales saved

The Miami barber said he

"A PRIEST who baptized

"A PRIEST who baptized me in Cuba came on Sunday"
Six University faculty members receive Distinguished Teaching Awards

Six University faculty members were rewarded for their teaching efforts last year by being named Distinguished Teaching Award recipients at the annual faculty meeting Monday.

Dr. Hichard Crang, associate professor of sociology, was the winner in the social sciences area.

Dr. Charles Leone, professor of education became the first recipients of Research and Development Recognition Awards. Leone was chosen as the distinguished teacher in the area of natural sciences.

Dr. Kenneth Rothe, professor of biology, was honored among the first faculty members at the annual faculty meeting Monday. From left, winners were: Dr. Charles Hamed, Dr. Robert Romans, Dr. Joseph Krauter, and Dr. Virginia Island.
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What's the buzz? 'Superstar'

Joe Walsh and Barnstorm to kick off year's concerts

By Rose Ham

The Universal film release, Jesus Christ Superstar, has opened a Pandora's box of controversy. The American Jewish Committee, representing one of the groups concerned, has issued a statement charging its depiction of certain elements in the film with anti-Semitism. The statement demands that the representation of Christ's crucifixion has also been considered misleading. Some reviewers, however, have found the film's treatment of this event disturbing.

One of the important things to remember is that the material presented in the film is not to be considered a historical account but rather a creative interpretation. The film aims to explore the themes of conflict, betrayal, and redemption.

The film also addresses issues of race and gender, highlighting the struggles faced by various groups in society.

Walsh is a multi-talented musician known for his innovative approach to music. He has been a member of popular bands such as the Jimi Hendrix Experience and the Eagles, and has worked on numerous projects throughout his career.

Walsh's contributions to the music industry have been significant, and his influence can be heard in the work of many contemporary musicians.

The film has received mixed reviews, with some critics praising its creativity and others expressing concern over its depiction of religious themes.

Despite the controversy, Jesus Christ Superstar remains a widely acclaimed film, showcasing the talent and vision of its creators.

The film's release has sparked a debate about the representation of religious themes in popular culture, prompting discussions about the impact of media on viewers and the role of creativity in the arts.
Great Scot

IN THESE "TRYING TIMES" WE'RE SURE YOU'LL LIKE THE TOTAL BETTER!

4 VARIETIES - ECONOMY
MORTON DINNERS
11 OZ. PK. 3/ $1

THIRTY MONOMERIZED
MILK
99¢

SLICED BACON
$99 C

GROUND BEEF
99 C

WILSON'S CUT-UP FRYERS
49 C

CHICKEN BREASTS
69 C

TURBOT FILLETS
79 C

BEEF LIVER
89 C

WHOLE LEGS & THIGHS
59 C

GREAT SCOT

IN THESE TRYING TIMES" WE'RE SURE YOU'LL TRY GREAT SCOT!
LIKE THE TOTAL BETTER

FLAME TOFFEE
GRAPES
29 C

TURBO TISSUE
48 C

GOOD SCOT

LIKE THE TOTAL BETTER

CHILLY THINGS
ENGLISH TOFFEE BARS 79 C

ROYAL GELATIN
36 C

BUTTERCUP BUTTER
.65 C

RED ROSE TEA BAGS
20 C

COFFEE MATE
16 C

COOL WHIP
48 C

BUTTERCUP SALTMINES
.38 C

WASHING POWDER

5 C

NORTHWEST NAPKINS
36 C

NORTHERN SLICES
80 C

LIMES
25 C

MARSHMALLOWS
25 C

CHICKEN FINGER
10 C

STRAWBERRY JELLY
44 C

BRUNSWICK CHICKEN FINGER
6 C

MARSHMALLOWS
25 C

FABRIC SOFTENER
79 C

TURBO LIQUID
58 C

LUX LIQUID
58 C

BUTTERCUP SALTS
20 C

PINEAPPLE JUICE
.38 C

STRAWBERRY JUICE
34 C

HUNGRY SNAKES
25 C

RICHLILAC
.39 C

PINEAPPLE SALTS
29 C

NUTMEG
20 C

BIG CARNIVAL
39 C

STRAWBERRY JELLY
.39 C

PEANUT BUTTER
.58 C

BUTTERNUT SALTINES
.29 C

GREAT SCOT'S DOING MORE FOR YOU!
ABOUT NUTRITION...

CARNIVAL COFFEE MATE
14 C

BUTTERCUP LIQUID
.29 C

BUTTERNUT SALTINES
.29 C

DRUMSTICK MILK SHAKE
14 C

BUTTERNUT SALTINES
.29 C

GREAT SCOT'S DOING MORE FOR YOU!
ABOUT NUTRITION...

COOK OR CANN ECONOMICAL
CABBAGES
.14 C

RICE KIRKHAM'S
.25 C

THAT'S RIGHT
COOK OR CANN

SUNDAY 10 A.M. - 6 P.M.

THANKS FOR SHOPPING GREAT SCOT!
The Loving Cup

From one 

another

COORDINATED QUARTERS
Sponsored by The College of Arts and Sciences
Integrated Learning Experiences For Fall, 1973
Open To All Students - No Prerequisites Needed

A coordinated quarter in Renaissance Studies will focus on the general theme, "Crisis of Identity in the Renaissance".

Courses available in the coordinated quarter include:

- Art 451: Italian Renaissance, Möstlert
- English 60: Early English Drama, Barher
- French 449: Reubanis (in translation), Pallister
- German 490: Renaissance Literature (in translation), Gray
- History 445: In Renaissance, Oglerwe
- A & S 500: Renaissance

For further information, contact Dr. John Oglerwe, History, or the College of Arts and Sciences.

A second coordinated quarter will focus on "Man and the State in Ancient Greece." Courses contributing to this co-
ordinated quarter include:

- Art 145: History of Art I, Wells
- History 641: Heracleion and Bellochana Civilization, Daly
- Latin 141: Greek Literature (in translation), Poesic
- Philosophy 310: Ancient Philosophy, Miller
- A & S 510:...

For further information, contact Dr. Richard Reuben, Romance Languages, or the College of Arts and Sciences.

Students who wish to participate in either coordinated quarter must enroll for at least three of the courses as well as the Arts and Sciences (A & S) Course.

Registration for the coordinated quarters will take place in the Office of the College of Arts and Sciences, 217 Administration Building.
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Stadium Plaza Center
Students defend 'dirty' classic

At the Milliard Junior High dormitory. Iraternity and sorority offices, the various offensive for them to read classic Spoon River Poems contained in the 

The book and then lets submission of additional poetry. He said that he and the book, written in 1915 by Edgar Lee Masters portrays life in a small town. An English teacher who taught the book, Eugene Sherrer, testified that the poem which used the words "Chicago" is not appropriate for students. The book was first published in 1918.

The lawsuit, filed in IS dormitory, the Commuter Center is incorrect also can be found in the directories of college offices and all campus organizations which include each student's name, telephone number and upperclassmen. the University’s Telephone Services.

Because popular culture is so new, there's a great deal of original work still to be done. And for popular culture students, the challenge is to keep the program going and growing." Gregg said.

JEWISH STUDENTS GROUP

B.G.S.U. OPEN HOUSE Sunday Sept. 30 - 7:30 p.m.

At the home of Prof. and Mrs. David Weinberg

STADIUM VIEW APARTS.

223 Holley Drive Apt. #221

Also - Fri Eve Services - Prout Chapel

Sunday Sept. 30

6:30 p.m. - Beginning Oct. 12

New Cross Roads Fri, Sat. & Sun.

Also - Fri Eve Services - Prout Chapel

6:30 p.m. - Beginning Oct. 12

(Across from BGSU)

Apply in person daily from 2-4.

Kramer on behalf of his son.

The Cross Roads

Now appearing at The All New Cross Roads

Auburn

Fri, Sat. & Sun.

Saturday Night Jams 2:30 to 6:30

The Center for the Study of Popular Culture, recognized in early August as a first, we're also the model for any future departments in popular culture," he added.

Because popular culture encompasses such a broad field, Gregg said that many instructors are at the beginning of their work in the program, but are on the verge of availability job openings over the summer.

"We're pushing for certification of popular culture as a teaching area," he said. "For teachers, we think there's a definite need for training.

Gregg Kupfer, professor of popular culture, said he concurred in the decision. "You've got to be careful about what you teach," he said. "This is the first time that we've been able to see the material, and also because we're moving into new areas of research.

Students, plus pamphlets, cosmetics, and popular songs. "We intend to expand our offerings during the winter and spring quarters, since we're in the first, we're just the model for any future departments in popular culture," he said.

We have bought an uncut copy of the book, written in 1915 by Edgar Lee Masters portraying life in a small town. An English teacher who taught the book, Eugene Sherrer, testified that the poem which used the words "Chicago" is not appropriate for students. The book was first published in 1918.

The Cross Roads

"Since the area of popular culture is so new, we're developing our offerings in it," Gregg said. "This is the first time that we've been able to see the material, and also because we're moving into new areas of research.

Kramer on behalf of his son. Daniel, 16, asked the return of his book, written in 1915 by Edgar Lee Masters portraying life in a small town. An English teacher who taught the book, Eugene Sherrer, testified that the poem which used the words "Chicago" is not appropriate for students. The book was first published in 1918.

The book was first published in 1918.
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Naga' shows truth
Polish stage rock play

LOUIS POLAND AP

Poland's latest rock show—probably the area's first ever in Communist Europe—is packing theater audiences in this textile town with a combination of nakedness, raucous rock and hard rumors.

Called Naga' meaning naked, it's billed as a rock opera. The show will be going farther south this fall.

Contracts are signed with Czarnobukowski and the best Union is reportedly interviewer granted the girls' favor on a list of clothing.

"Naga's" underlying theme is to show the danger of a world rendered to vehicular destruction, and a good program.

Three of Poland's top pops portray lightning frightened heroine being chased and captured by mortal and human robots. They also cope with giant blonde trousers that resemble the protruding body of an amputee.
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Individual baseball stats

Cincinnati's Pete Rose displays his all-star batting form. Rose has already claimed his third National league batting title with many weeks to go before the Western Division championship. Cincinnati now looks forward to facing the powers of the highly-contested National and American league play-offs.

Water Polo

Anyone interested in swimming for the water polo team should meet tonight, 8 p.m., at the Natatorium.

Rugby team faces rebuilding season

News Special

For the first time since its inception in 1968, the Bowling Green Rugby team will begin the season under a cloud of uncertainty. In past years, strong players enabled the team to rank as high as fifth in the nation while winning a season since 1968, the Buccaneers have neither experienced a losing season and shut out more than half the opponents. No use of pads even though the ball carrier must be tackled. Rallied to take first place, including a 52-0 pasting of the No. 2 team, the Buccaneers were sentenced to third place.
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A meeting will be held of the Buccaneer Rugby team at 11 p.m. to establish a new schedule for the upcoming season.
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time. He said he expected them to leave the Twin Falls area, and that he was going to try to find his way back to town. He said he had been walking for two weeks and was desperate to get home. He was carrying a backpack with some clothes and a small amount of food.

By the way, the town of Twin Falls in Idaho is located at the end of the road. It is the westernmost town in the United States, with the Continental Divide marking the eastern boundary.

**FOLLOW UP:** On the morning of the 2nd day, Kenny was found walking alone by the local police, located about 20 miles west of Twin Falls. He was taken to the hospital for a check-up and discharged with some minor injuries. He was informed that the police would be looking for him again in the next few days. He was also told to stay away from the area and not to return until he had received proper care.

The police were able to locate some of his belongings, including a backpack with some clothes and a small amount of food. They were also able to trace some money and other items that he had left behind. Kenny was informed that he would be charged with trespassing and was released on a $500 bond. He was given a date for a court appearance.
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